Cincinnati Ballet thanks UC employees and your families for supporting our productions.

**Bold Moves**
Aronoff Center for the Arts
April 25-28
Music: Mozart, Carmon DeLeone, Ólafur Arnalds
Choreography: Jiří Kylián, Victoria Morgan, Ma Cong

In a delightful triple bill that will close the season, **Bold Moves, April 25-28**, at the Aronoff Center, proves that there is something in dance for everyone to enjoy. For the first time in the Company’s history, the Company will present internationally acclaimed Jiří Kylián’s *Sechs Tänze*, a whimsical take on the aristocratic era set to the music of Mozart. Completing the celebration of Carmon DeLeone’s 50th Season is the world premiere of Victoria Morgan’s *Dancing to Oz*, including an original score by Maestro DeLeone. Based on the classic Oz tale, with a ballet studio as the setting, our heroine follows a fabled path that ultimately reveals hidden strengths that inspire new hope and confidence in her. The third piece is Ma Cong’s *Near Light*, which expresses the power of perspective. It uses different movement and a rose to demonstrate a variety of emotions, which can inspire great change and progress. The music by Ólafur Arnalds creates a driving rhythm that seems to move the artists forward, from dark to light, cold to warm. The evolving relationship between the dancers show the adaptations caused by development and growth.

Please share this promo code, **G1819UC**, with employees, friends and families of UC.
Cincinnati Ballet invites you to enjoy **15%** off tickets.
Remember to enter your promo code **before** choosing your seats!

**Redeeming the discount is easy!**

- Visit [cballet.org](http://cballet.org) Click on buy tickets
- Enter promo code G1819UC near the top right corner of the page.

You can always call the Cincinnati Ballet Box Office at 513-621-5282 to apply your promo code as well. Tickets may also be purchased in person at the Cincinnati Ballet Box Office located at 1555 Central Parkway. Cincinnati Ballet tickets cannot be purchased at the Aronoff or Music Hall. For information about group sales for more than 10 people, and possibly a greater discount, contact Terry Honebrink by phone at 513-562-1114 or email at thonebrink@cballet.org.

*Prices are subject to change based on availability. Discount cannot be applied to previously purchased tickets or in conjunction with any other offer. No refunds or exchanges. Orders received after April 19, 2019 will be held at Will Call.*
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